
commercial profile

Understanding the obligations and putting in
place a safe management system is vital for all directors
and companies, whether it’s from a moral, legal or
financial perspective.

“as a director you’re personally liable under section
80 of the Health and safety at Work act,” explains
siobhan Kinsella, operations manager of nifast, which
has collaborated with effective software, O’Leary
insurances and QBe to develop the risksafetynet
insurance and risk management solution.

While it is not possible to insure against
fines/penalties imposed as a result of a breach of health
and safety legislation, insurance cover can be secured
for defence costs attaching to such actions. the core
method of protecting company owners/directors and
senior personnel is by way of ensuring that there is a
comprehensive safety management system in place,
says Kinsella, adding that a number of directors in
ireland have already received suspended sentences
because of health and safety violations.

“the risksafetynet system uses effective software
and a cloud-based system and provides real-time trans-
parency that everything is up to date from a health and
safety point of view,” says Kinsella.

“nifast does the sanity check on it to make sure it’s
not just ‘garbage in, garbage out’, that it is actually a safe
system of work, so you have confidence as a director.
and with it in place, you know you’re fulfilling your
legal obligations and your moral obligations to your
workforce.

“any organisation that can clearly demonstrate a
comprehensive safety management system, a positive
attitude and a positive safety culture should be reward-
ed from an insurance premium perspective and such
organisations are perfectly positioned to secure the
interest from the insurance market,” says Kinsella.

Under the risksafetynet system, QBe is offering
preferential commercial insurance rates once it is satis-
fied that nifast has carried out a gap analysis on the
company’s safety management system, that there is a

programme in place to rectify any problems and the
effective software system is in place.

“With risksafetynet product, the big advantage for
directors is knowing that they’re protected and compli-
ant, and of course the financial savings. But we’re also
rolling in directors’ and executive officers’ liability
insurance to protect the exposure of the individual
directors with respect to their personal exposure. it’s a
very comprehensive package to protect the risk that
directors are exposed to and it offers much more finan-
cial benefit and peace of mind than it will ever cost.”

according to Kinsella, companies and directors will
see the financial benefit almost from the word go. “it’s
not like a clawback scenario. the nifast gap analysis is
€500 per day and we can do most of the work in a day.

“and the effective software is extremely affordable.
You only pay for administrative licence and you can
have as many people as you wish in your organisation
logging onto to report accidents or incidents at no extra
cost. so, even if you’re a very large company, you might
only be looking at €1,500 for the software system and
that will provide you with dashboard style transparency
of your entire safety system, covering your training,
your contractors, your plant and your cars – you can put
absolutely everything onto it.”

the alternatives are potentially devastating, says
Kinsella. “Under section 80 of the safety, Health and
Welfare at Work act 2005, anyone with budgetary con-
trol or decision-making capability is personally respon-
sible for the health and safety of the workforce.
ignorance is not a defence. and you’ll find that in con-
struction companies or waste management companies
that suspended sentences have been handed down.
We’re just short of custodial sentences in ireland.

“and any research in an international context will
also suggest that a safe system of work will also deliver
more efficient work practices. it gives a better employee
culture, greater active engagement, more participation
and employees feeling more valued in the working envi-
ronment. so it’s win-win on multiple fronts.”

Under Irish and EU legislation, company directors are personally responsible
for the actions and decisions they take on behalf of their businesses and
employees from a health and safety point of view, and their own private assets
are at risk if those choices are tested in the courts
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